From: Shane Dowling [mailto:shanedowling@hotmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, 1 July 2012 2:48 PM
To: 'wixxyleaks@gmail.com'
Subject: Media Request

Dear Mr Wicks
I publish a site called Kangaroo Court of Australia and will be running a story in the
next few days in relation to your posts that you have been doing in relation to Kathy
Jackson on Independent Australia.
The questions are
1. The Australian reported on the 5th of June that you have been in contact with
Craig Thomson and have spoken to him on the phone. How many times have
you spoken to him on the phone?
2. You sent Craig Thomson a copy of the documents you have in your
possession. In The Australian it quotes you saying “"Just so if he needs it, he
has it on hand," What do you mean by this?
3. Did you send Craig Thomson the documents because he had called you and
requested them?
4. Did you speak to Craig Thomson on the phone before you sent him the
documents?
5. Have you ever called Craig Thomson or does he always call you?
6. When you have spoken to Craig Thomson what have you talked about.
7. How long have you been a member of the ALP.
8. Do you intend on standing again for the ALP at an election?
9. You have met with Chris brown, the acting national president of the HSU.
How did this meeting come about?
10. What did you and Chris Brown talk about?
11. On LinkedIn it says you are self-employed and the name of your company is
“Frontline Sales Agencies”. Can you tell me why the company is not listed in
the white pages, yellow pages or have a website?
12. I do note that the company has an ABN and ACN. Is the company still a going
concern?
13. What does the company actually do?
14. Are any Unions or ALP branches or Head Office of the ALP some of your
customers.
15. Are you being paid by the ALP or any Unions to write the stories you are
about Kathy Jackson?
16. In one post you name the children of Kathy Jackson’s partner Fair Work
Australia vice president Michael Lawler. Why did you feel the need to name
the children when you could have done the post without naming them?
It would greatly be appreciated if you could answers the questions ASAP.
Regards
Shane Dowling

From: Wixxy [mailto:wixxyleaks@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, 1 July 2012 5:25 PM
To: 'Shane Dowling'
Subject: RE: Media Request

Hi Shane,
I am happy to answer any questions on the case, however I have to wonder why you are so
interested in my business and my private conversations, as they have nothing whatsoever to do with
you, or your site.
However, in the spirit of being transparent, I have answered all of your questions, even the
irrelevant personal questions. My answers are in bold red inside your email below.
Contrary to right wing rumour mongering, I do not know Michael Williamson, I am not from Labor’s
right, nor am I a “Dark Force” of any kind.
I have never proclaimed Thomson’s innocence, nor Williamsons, all I have done is provide
documents to the public and the police that have been made available to me. If these documents
mean that an investigation is warranted into the matter, as my readers, the NSW Police, and the
Victorian police do, then so be it.
What still puzzles me, is that a small minority group think that I have done wrong by uncovering
information that warrants 2 police investigations. I would have thought that most honest people
would appreciate any wrong doing, or alleged corruption exposed.
Many have told me to go after Williamson, I would gladly if someone would give me evidence, rather
than opinions and rumours. The same goes for Thomson.
I hope my answers are to your satisfaction, if you have any more questions that are not of a personal
nature, please feel free to send them to me.
Wixxy
From: Shane Dowling [mailto:shanedowling@hotmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, 1 July 2012 2:48 PM
To: wixxyleaks@gmail.com
Subject: Media Request

Dear Mr Wicks
I publish a site called Kangaroo Court of Australia and will be running a story in the
next few days in relation to your posts that you have been doing in relation to Kathy
Jackson on Independent Australia.
The questions are
1. The Australian reported on the 5th of June that you have been in contact with
Craig Thomson and have spoken to him on the phone. How many times have
you spoken to him on the phone? I don’t keep a tally, but a few times
2. You sent Craig Thomson a copy of the documents you have in your
possession. In The Australian it quotes you saying “"Just so if he needs it, he

has it on hand," What do you mean by this? Exactly what I said, in case he
needs them for legal reasons, as I cannot contact Lawler or Jackson, I
was unable to do the same for them
3. Did you send Craig Thomson the documents because he had called you and
requested them? I sent them to Craig’s electoral office, I did not know
Craig at that time
4. Did you speak to Craig Thomson on the phone before you sent him the
documents? No I did not know him, I contacted his electoral office and
sent a copy of the documents to his receptionist
5. Have you ever called Craig Thomson or does he always call you? I have
called him sometimes. Kathy Jackson will not speak to me, Michael
Lawler has not returned my call. And Marco Belano would not accept my
phone number, if they did, I would speak to them as often as they would
like also
6. When you have spoken to Craig Thomson what have you talked about. We
spoke about football the other day, had a chat about the central coast,
we discussed a recent trip I had to the Hunter Valley, as he had been the
weekend before apparently... and on my findings also obviously
7. How long have you been a member of the ALP. Approx 3 years
8. Do you intend on standing again for the ALP at an election? I don’t know, it
depends on whether I’m asked or not. This question I find offensive, I
don’t feel I need to lock myself into a position for you, or anyone. I will
make up my mind when the time comes. This question is not unlike
asking if I will ever eat chocolate ice-cream again, I will if I feel like it
9. You have met with Chris brown, the acting national president of the HSU.
How did this meeting come about? Some of us, go and research our
stories, so I ran into him at the Federal Court when Kathy lost her case.
He asked if I wanted a cup of coffee after the case was closed. I was
trying to talk to Kathy Jackson, however she was refusing to answer
questions and walked off, so I had coffee with Chris instead
10. What did you and Chris Brown talk about? The union action that was going
on right beside us with the fire brigade whose compensation scheme
had just been crushed by the Coalitions excuse for a government. The
embarrassing spectacle that was Kathy Jacksons excuse for a case, and
the future of the union
11. On LinkedIn it says you are self-employed and the name of your company is
“Frontline Sales Agencies”. Can you tell me why the company is not listed in
the white pages, yellow pages or have a website? I had a website, but I
don’t need one so I took it down, I don’t need to pay for yellow pages,
and I choose to have a silent number, most in my industry know me at
any rate. I have a reputation for being honest and loyal, my clients and
customers appreciate that
12. I do note that the company has an ABN and ACN. Is the company still a going
concern? Yes
13. What does the company actually do? A sales agency and consultancy
service for companies that seek a presence in retail
14. Are any Unions or ALP branches or Head Office of the ALP some of your
customers. Nope, my business is not in any way connected to anything
to do with the ALP or any union or in any way shape or form political, I

supply mostly IT products to companies like JB Hi Fi, Harvey Norman,
Officeworks, Dick Smith, Myer etc
15. Are you being paid by the ALP or any Unions to write the stories you are
about Kathy Jackson? No
16. In one post you name the children of Kathy Jackson’s partner Fair Work
Australia vice president Michael Lawler. Why did you feel the need to name
the children when you could have done the post without naming them?
Firstly, they are no longer children. If I was to make an allegation without
proof, I would be threatened legally, luckily for me, the truth is a valid
defence. That is why I chose to back my story up with evidence I did not
involve the children in this, whoever chose to pay them with members
funds did. Without showing the names on the payslips they could have
been anybody’s payslips.
It would greatly be appreciated if you could answers the questions ASAP.
Regards
Shane Dowling

From: WixxyLeaks [mailto:wixxyleaks@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, 1 July 2012 7:05 PM
To: Shane Dowling
Subject: Re: Media Request

Do you have a contact number or can you contact me on 0400 057 980
Sent from my iPhone
On 01/07/2012, at 6:52 PM, Shane Dowling <shanedowling@hotmail.com> wrote:

Hi Peter
Thank you for your quick response.
Three more question please.
1. What has been the response from other ALP members in relation to your

posts on Kathy Jackson.
2. Have you met Craig Thomson face to face?
3. I noticed your post on Kristina Keneally where you said that you had received

an email from her in relation to her resignation. Are you a personal friend of
hers or was that generic email that was sent to all ALP members?
Regards
Shane Dowling

From: WixxyLeaks [mailto:wixxyleaks@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, 1 July 2012 7:36 PM
To: Shane Dowling
Subject: Re: Media Request

Shane,
What I would ask of you is that you use my answers in full and in context if you don't mind.
The other thing I find odd is that you seem to have no interest in the documents or any of the facts I
have uncovered, only on whether I am somehow tied to the union or a faction. However if you
choose to explore the messenger rather than the message, than that is fine, I have nothing at all to
hide, but I will warn you, you won't find anything exciting....
My intention is to clean up a union whose membership has been taken for a huge ride. It would be a
welcome change if those who believe others are guilty actually helped me and provided evidence, or
told me where they thought it could be found so I could check it out, instead of throwing wild
accusations at me.
In regard to the questions:
1. I don't differentiate between members and non members, I honestly don't know how many of my
readers are members or how many aren't. The posts have been read well over half a million times on
my site and Independent Australia, many other sites have reposted the articles, but I do not know
how many people have read them there.
I have had huge amounts of responses, too many to count, including hundreds from union members.
The amount of people who have sent negative responses I could count on 1 hand.
2. I met Craig once at a meeting set up by a main stream media outlet that I am not at liberty to
discuss. I must stress, the media outlet set up the meeting, not myself or Craig. That was last week
and was the only time we have met. I have met Kathy Jackson just as many times.
3. It was a generic email, as I suggested in the post
I would appreciate a phone call or a number to reach you on, you can contact me at anytime.
Wixxy
Sent from my iPhone
After this email I called Peter Wicks and spoke to him for about 50 minutes on the Sunday night
(1/7/2012)

